Below you will find 15 well-known six letter words, with only their endings. Can you determine the words?

_ _ _ rix
_ _ _ osy
_ _ _ iff
_ _ _ ior
_ _ _ uum
_ _ _ ryo
_ _ _ nda
_ _ _ nis
_ _ _ tem
_ _ _ pod
_ _ _ reo
_ _ _ hom
_ _ _ gan
_ _ _ oss
_ _ _ gen
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Crossword Puzzle - The Americas

ACROSS
4. The French speaking province of Canada
5. Country located between Honduras and Panama
7. Longest river in North America
8. Puerto _____ is a U.S. territory in the Caribbean Sea
9. This city is the capital of Greenland
12. Body of water stretching from Mexico to Florida
13. Country just south of Mexico
14. Largest country in North America by area
16. The capital city of this island country is Havana
18. The island of Hispaniola includes the Dominican Republic and this country
19. Most populous city in Canada
21. Ships can cross from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean using this canal
22. The Rio _____ forms the border between Texas and Mexico
23. Largest freshwater lake in the world by surface area

DOWN
1. The largest city in North America by population is _____ City
2. The tallest mountain in North America
3. Ocean located to the west
6. The capital city of this country is San Jose
10. Largest country in North America by population
11. The Appalachian _____ are located in the eastern United States
12. This country is considered the largest island in the world
15. These lakes contain 21% of the world’s surface freshwater
17. The capital of Canada
20. The _____ Mountains stretch from Canada across the United States including Colorado

Sudoku

Word Search - April Fools
Photons are particles of light. It can take a photon 40,000 years to travel from the core of the sun to the surface, but only 8 minutes to travel the rest of the way to earth.

Basically anything that melts can be made into glass. You just have to cool off a molten material before its molecules have time to realign into what they were before being melted.

A small percentage of the static you see on "dead" tv stations is left over radiation from the Big Bang. You’re seeing residual effects of the Universe's creation.

Written language was invented independently by the Egyptians, Sumerians, Chinese, and Mayans.

In 1980, the first one gigabyte (GB) hard drive cost $40,000 and weighed over 500 pounds. Today, a 1 GB drive costs under $3 and weighs less than an ounce.

The largest art heist in history occurred on March 18th, 1990 at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston. A total of 13 paintings worth $500M were stolen by two men posing as police officers. Paintings by masters including Degas, Vermeer, Rembrandt and Manet were among those taken. To this day the empty frames are still hanging, acting as placeholders until the pieces are returned.

The act of “giving the key to the city,” a symbolic honor, is a continuation of a Medieval practice wherein walled cities would be locked at night, but someone given the key could come and go as they please as an honored and trusted friend of city residents.

Optical Illusion #1
Is a real square created here?

Optical Illusion #2
Do you see a vase? Or do you see two faces?

Sudoku

1 5 6 4 2 7 9 8 3
9 3 8 1 6 5 4 2 7
2 7 4 3 8 9 6 5 1
5 6 3 2 1 8 7 9 4
8 9 1 7 4 3 5 6 2
7 4 2 9 5 6 3 1 8
3 2 9 6 7 1 8 4 2
4 8 7 5 9 2 1 3 6
6 1 5 8 3 4 2 7 9

15 - Word Puzzle Answers

...rix >> matrix   ...osy >> choosy   ...iff >> tariff
...ior >> junior   ...uum >> vacuum   ...ryo >> embryo
...nda >> agenda   ...nis >> tennis   ...tem >> system
...pod >> tripod    ...reo >> stereo    ...hom >> fathom
...gan >> slogan    ...oss >> across     ...gen >> oxygen
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